
Photometric redshift survey

Abstract

Photometric redshifts and redshift surveys are essential to Astronomy and astrophysics.

They allow us to analyze objects that are too faint to use spectroscopy. Here we use a template

fitting program called Eazy-py to compute redshifts easily by just getting their

magnitudes,Fluxes and errors. It uses a predetermined template  and a computational neural

network called Photo-z to determine the redshift. We use about 12 galaxies in this survey but

could use an endless number of galaxies as this program will calculate it within minutes if that.

In our example we manage to get our errors that were 10000% to getting closer to about 10%.

Our Data in the end wasnt best, but given more time and resources we could have gotten very

precise results.

1 Introduction

1.1 Getting started

Getting a photometric redshift has always been hard. Redshifts are  The get a photometric

redshift it was “originally determined by calculating the expected observed data from a known

emission spectrum at a range of redshifts.” What are redshifts? “the displacement of spectral

lines toward longer wavelengths (the red end of the spectrum) in radiation from distant galaxies

and celestial objects. This is interpreted as a Doppler shift that is proportional to the velocity of

recession and thus to distance.”



1.2 History of redshift

The history starts off in the 1800s with wave mechanics and the Doppler effect. In 1842 a

man named Christian Doppler discovered a phenomenon where an increase or decrease of a

frequency of a wave, no matter if it be a light or sound wave, as an observer moves to or away

from the object. Now it was only theorized that it was for all waves at this point since it wasn't

proven yet until in 1845, but only for sound waves. A Danish man named Christian Ballot

confirmed that the doppler effect was real. For light and other waves, no one still believed him as

there was no proof and the information that a star's temperature was the only contributing factor

to its color. Cut to 3 years later, a French physicist, Hippolyte Fizeau measure saw a shift in the

spectral lines and said it was due to the doppler effect. 20 years later, in 1868 william huggins

found a velocity of a star moving away from us using these shifts in the spectral lines. Soon after

, optical redshift was discovered and then another 20 years later scientists with the names Vogel

and scheiner found the annual doppler effect which is the annual doppler shift of stars near the

ecliptic due to our own earth's velocity(wiki).1901 Aristarkh Belopolsky found optically a

redshift using rotating mirrors. The term redshift itself was first printed in 1908 by Walter

Adams. And then in 1912 Vesto slipher found out that a lot of spiral galaxies actually do have a

good amount of redshifts. With all the evidence discovered in the following years, it gave

evidence for the big bang theory and an expanding universe.

1.3 Hubble's law and red shift

For objects more than 1 billion light years away, direct observation of these far objects

for redshift didn't work very well until Hubble came along. In 1929 Hubble discovered that most



galaxies are moving away from us. This was a redshift. Red shift was larger for objects that were

further away from earth. The graphs below made by Hubble and Humason show this. The

velocity is v = H x d where v is the radial outward velocity and H is the Hubble constant. The

hubble constant is the rate of the universe's expansion.

Hubbles law or Hubble Lemaitre law is “the observation in physical cosmology that

galaxies are moving away from earth at speeds proportional to their distance.” This means that

the further the galaxie from us, the faster it is going.

1.4 Spectroscopic vs photometric redshift

The usual way to determine is through spectroscopy. This method uses a telescope with a

spectrometer. The spectrometer is used to measure the absorption spectrum of the desired object

in the sky. After you get these measurements you would compare them to the Hydrogen emission

spectrum. If you calculate  the difference between the wavelengths you can determine the

redshift from that. Spectroscopy is easier to do and will provide more accurate answers. But if



you don't have the machinery or have very faint objects you are looking at then Photometric

redshift is the way to go.

With photometry it's a tad different. “ a photometric redshift is an estimate for the

recession velocity of an astronomical object made without measuring the spectrum”(wiki). This

is specifically helpful when using spectroscopy isn't feasible. This technique was first used in the

1960’s but was quickly replaced by spectroscopy. And then we saw a resurgence of using

photometric redshift due to enormous  sky surveys conducted around the 2000’s and a lot of the

objects were very faint so using spectroscopy only worked on a small amount of these objects.

Using spectroscopy will be usually more accurate than photometric. Think of photometric as a

very close estimation. Below are 2 pictures showing what you get from spectroscopy and

photometry  respectively.

1.5 Redshift survey

A redshift survey is is a survey of a section of the sky to measure the redshift of celestial

objects. Mostly galaxies as they are really far away from us and the galaxies that are really far,



we cant really see their individual stars very will. But sometimes it is used to find quasars or

clusters of galaxies. You can use the red shift of these objects to determine the distance between

us and the object in question. You do this by taking the redshift and putting it with the angular

position data. You can use this survey to measure “detailed statistical properties of the large-scale

structure of the universe. In conjunction with observations of early structure in the cosmic

microwave background, these results can place strong constraints on cosmological parameters

such as the average matter density  and the Hubble constant” (wiki). In a redshift survey, when

making it, it has 2 phases. One is the area of the sky observed by the telescope where you can

discern galaxies from stars. The second one is the galaxies that have been observed by

spectroscopy to measure the spectral line. In our case we are doing phototmetric redshift since its

a tad harder. You then compare the observed and laboratory wave lengths to get the redshift of

the galaxies. The first Redshift survey was done in 1977 with about 2200 galaxies over 500

million light years away

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large-scale_structure_of_the_cosmos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large-scale_structure_of_the_cosmos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_microwave_background
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_microwave_background


1.1 calculating redshift with equations

If you want to calculate a redshift by hand in the most simple way you would need to

know. If you know the velocity you can get a decent doppler redshift from this.

Calculating by had isnt the worst if you are using this. But its not the best. You wont get

the most correct answers.There is other ways using calculus to determine the redshift but it

would take another 20 pages just to talk about that. I will show a little bit of it below.

There are about 40 more lines from scirp about this. But this calculation would just take

to much time and is out of the scope of this project. The



1.2 Eazy-py

The Photometric redshift was determined by using eazy-py. Eazy stands for; easy and

accurate redshift(z) from Yale. This program was far from easy but we will discuss this later.

This program finds photometric redshifts. It is used when spectroscopic redshifts are not there. It

uses a template and a catalog of already determined spectroscopic redshifts. The way we did it

was to just get the photometric data and not worry about a UBJ diagram or a brightness. The

rogrammers them selves describe the program as “ a photometric redshift code designed to

produce high-quality redshifts for situations where complete spectroscopic calibration samples

are not available.” it was made in the late 2000’s by yale and then taken over by some people in

2015. The people who run it do have a phd in astro physics are in a field related to it.

1.3 template fitting

Template fitting was something I never heard of until I looked into this program. I didn't

know what it did or why it was used. Templates are used to model the spectra. The program has

alot of code to show how it works but it is 1000,s of lines if i looked at it correctly and did have

enough time too look at it all to under stand every step how it works. But it basically uses this

template, throws all our data in it and calculates our redshift. In the

image below, the code would mimic this.



2 Methods

2.1 Data Collection

To start off the data collection we first have to start with the images. We requested images

from lco telescopes. The Lco telescopes are about 14 inch in diameter are stationed in a few

places around the world so we can get a good amount of sky coverage. Some of our galaxies

include the cartwheel, Ngc 1650-1600-1-1661-1585 and then a few more we saw in the pictures

that were given. The filters we used are SDSS R’,G’,U’,I’,z’.

We then threw each of the pictures into Astroart8 and calculated the magnatudes. We did

that by finding about 3-5 reference stars, found their magnatudes online and then let it calculate

our galaxies magnatudes. We thought we got decent data but had a 10,000 percent error when we

ran the code. We redid it again and i believe we got around 50% error and couldnt do better.



2.2 The code

The code we used was supposed to be easy but it wasnt. Here i will go on and explain each part

of the main code.

Here on the left this code just loads every thing into the

google colab folder. You import the eazy program, throw it

into my binder , install some other programs that hold some

data and calculations in it to help us find out photometric

redshift. Also downloads Grizli which is just a package that

holds stuff like numpy, astropy and a few others . And then

it imports some more code that i dont understand the best

like lxml and astroquery.

Below is just checking if everything is actually downloaded.



Next we have us linking our our template

files and our template file. This caused us

errors in the beginning. This should be

simple but this small piece of code broke

our code for a long while.

This here just quiets all of our warnings.

Not too much to say here.

Above Is the main chunk of the code for our purposes. It takes our file with the Fluxes and our

corresponding errors that we calculated from our magnatudes. Here we see the default

parameters. This is what gave us a 10,000% error. We had to lower the zmax and the zsteps to be



lower. If you wanted to use the default you would need a more varying amount ofa galaxies that

are further away. It also can translate our filter names to the one they prefer but we did that

manually.

This part semi broke. We ran it once and worked and then ran it again and then it broke.

This i believe just initializes part of the code that holds Photoz which does the calculations and

all the comparisons

This is supposed to give us zero point corrections but it wouldnt run for us at all, below is what it

is supposed to be with its corresponding formula for it. A zero point correction that is used in

photometry is the “magnitude of an object that produces 1 count per second on the detector.  The

zero point is used to calibrate a system to the standard magnitude system, as the flux detected

from stars will vary from detector to detector”(wiki) .



After that is all done you will just fit the whole catalog and graph it as seen below.

Results

The results we got were not the best but we got it close enough to where I think we did

well. Our first time running the program we got a 10,000% error as seen in the left photo, but we

managed to get it to about 20% error as seen in the photo on the right



To get this data we got our magnatudes, converted them into fluxes and their

corresponding errors and put them into a catalog file and threw it thorough our progam

We did have an output file for our redshifts that told us our redshifts for each of the

galaxies. For me it wouldnt output. I couldnt open the file and half the time the file wouldint

even show up and i couldnt fiure out how to force it to. My partner did get it to open when he did

it but i forgot to ask him to send me the file.

We got the survey we kinda wanted. If we had thousands of

data points it would look more like the picture to the right. Where

we had some outliers. To get this type of data we would have to

have a better teselcope that makes better pictures.

I would have like to have portrayed this data in a better



4 Discussion/conclusions

Due to the complications of the eazy program, we couldn't do more than we wanted to. It

delayed us weeks, and we spent all of our time trying to fix it. I wanted to write a python

program that would take the data of an image, use its pixel location of the predetermined galaxy

and do an aperture to get the whole galaxy in frame for the information. Use this information to

output the data automatically and compute those magnatudes to get fluxes and their

corresponding errors. But we ran out of time before I could even start this step so we did it

manually.

4.1 The errors of Eazy-py

About the end of october i tested the eazy code to make sure everything worked and it

did. But a few weeks later, due to an update, the code broke and cut short my extra plans for the

project. It would throw up file errors and io.attribute eros and once I fixed one issue another one

came. It was exhausting because of all the time I put in trying to get this program to work.

This error right here came about early to mid november. When we finally got all of our

data, i tried to re run the code that was working this is what happened. I spent hours each and

every day trying to get the code to work. Every time i found a fix for one part another would

break and i couldnt get any clean data out of it



4.2 conclusions

In the end of this project I was annoyed about all of the errors coming about, but I had

fun learning code to help issues and learning more about redshifts. If i had to do this all again i

probably would pick python coding that is more on my level than this. It was too much spending

everysingle day trying to fix it while waiting for the Github creators to respond. But i do give it

to them.When i reported it they fixed it but then said there wasnt a problem. It was little weird

What would i do to get better data?

● Use a better telescope

● Use a program to read all of the magnatedues more accurately.

● Use a more simple program so it doesnt break down quick

● Ask for more help earlier with the code. I thought I could fix it earlier but i couldnt.

I hade more plans but these errors were crazy. I wish i could have done more with the

code but i think we did the best we can do for the redshift survey.



5 horsehead nebula

This was made using 3 different filter bands. I think it was r g and b. It was made about

mid october with lco data that the Ta said we can use.  I tried messing with this photo but I

couldn't make it less red for some reason. But using astroart I made this photo. I think this was

part of other data that had different photos you can make. After making this photo, it makes me

want to set up my telescope and see if I can recreate this on my own. But I have a dobsonian so

it's a little harder to do so.  I think i will help my dad with this since he always wanted to make

his own photos with his telescope.
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